Spend a Beautiful Year with

Vermont Public Libraries

…and help support them while you’re at it!

The VLA is pleased to offer our 2012 Wall Calendar, featuring one glorious library per county for a total of 14 months. Each month provides a window into the history and personality of each library, be it a tiny rural jewel like the Peabody Library in Post Mills, or Essex Junction’s Brownell Library with its bustling after-school scene.

Completely locally produced (well... the paper’s from Maine), with a 12 x 22” format, a design that affords plenty of space for writing, and notation of major holidays and phases of the moon, we think you’ll find our wall calendar convenient as well as informative and beautiful. And bottom line — profits from the calendar (roughly half of the cover price), stay to support your own library!

Place your order today or by Sept. 8 with your local librarian.

Your Name _____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______________
E-mail ________________________________
Phone ________________________________

Send form and check by to:

____ No. of calendars @ $ _______ each.

Amount enclosed: $ __________________
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